Block of the Month ~ March / April 2012
Pinwheel in the Box

Makes a 12.5” block (12” finished)

Color 1– White on White

☐ From one 3 7/8” strip, cross-cut eight 3 7/8” squares

Color 2– Any Bright Color

☐ From one 3 7/8” strip, cross-cut eight 3 7/8” squares

Construction

☐ On the back of each white square, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner
☐ Pair up one white on white square with one bright color square and pin.
☐ Sew a seam 1/4” from both sides of the marked line
☐ Cut the square in two along the previously marked line and press towards the bright fabric
☐ Repeat to make sixteen half square triangles
☐ Follow the arrangement in the diagram below to construct the block pressing the seams of each row in alternate directions as shown by the arrows so that they neatly nest

Any questions? Contact June Okano on 408 225 9559 or nomishita@yahoo.com

Please Note: If you are planning to provide a block of the month in the future it would be appreciated if, where possible, you could send an electronic copy or a website link to the newsletter Editor, Louise Coombes via joyousquilter@gmail.com and the Webmaster, Carmen Kovach via carmen.kovach@gmail.com. Many thanks!